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LHIST1411
2016-2017

Historiography

4.0 credits 22.5 h 2q

Teacher(s) : Warland Geneviève ;

Language : Français

Place of the course Louvain-la-Neuve

Inline resources:
/

Prerequisites : /

Main themes : The history of history reflects the major currents of western civilization. Commented reading of principal historians according to the
following schema : their conception of history and centres of interest, wealth of information, the quality of their critique, literary form.
The course is dedicated to humanism, rationalism, romanticism, liberalism, positivism, marxism and new tendencies in history.

Aims : By the end of this course, the student should be capable of analysing a text by an historian from the end of the Middle Ages, modern
times or the contemporary period. Moreover, documentation being more abundant now, students should be able to compare the
different versions that may be given of the same realities.
The contribution of this Teaching Unit to the development and command of the skills and learning outcomes of the programme(s)
can be accessed at the end of this sheet, in the section entitled “Programmes/courses offering this Teaching Unit”.

Evaluation methods : Bibliographical notice on a historian (10%) an written exam (90%) based on the content of the course.

Teaching methods : Lecture supported by a power point presentation and making use of original texts.

Content : The course shows the evolution of the historical discipline from the ancient times to the beginning of the 20th century. The main
topic is related to historian's working practices: use of sources, impact of belief and society, historical methods and writing  forms.
  Il includes the presentation of some insitutions, of the main historiographical trends (universal history, humanism, romanticism,
scholarly historiography ...) and of some major historians (Hérodote, Tacite, Froissart, Pasquier, Mabillon, Voltaire, Michelet,
Pirenne, etc.).

Bibliography :
/

Other infos : /

Faculty or entity in

charge:

HIST
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Programmes / formations proposant cette unité d'enseignement (UE)

Intitulé du programme Sigle Credits Prerequis Acquis d'apprentissage

Minor in History LHIST100I 3 -

Bachelor in History HIST1BA 4 -

https://sites.uclouvain.be/archives-portail/ppe2016/en-prog-2016-min-lhist100i.html
https://sites.uclouvain.be/archives-portail/ppe2016/en-prog-2016-lhist100i-cours_acquis_apprentissages.html
https://sites.uclouvain.be/archives-portail/ppe2016/en-prog-2016-hist1ba.html
https://sites.uclouvain.be/archives-portail/ppe2016/en-prog-2016-hist1ba-cours_acquis_apprentissages.html

